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NORTH LANARKSHIRE COUNCIL 

REPORT 

Subject: Quarterly Performance Review: 
2006/2007, Quarter 3 

Purpose 

The purpose of the report is to update the Scrutiny Panel on key aspects of Council 
performance. The report is based on performance figures for the third quarter of 
2 0 0 6/2 0 0 7. 

Background 

The Council's Performance Management Framework is designed to report 
performance information in a format and at a frequency appropriate to the intended 
audience. This report forms part of that framework. 

These performance reviews give an account of Council performance by presenting 
information for a range of key performance indicators across all council services. In 
most cases, the indicators are tracked on a quarterly basis and, where appropriate, 
measured against specific targets. Most are presented in graphical form in order to 
help identify trends and exceptions. 

A review of performance for Quarter 3 2006/2007 has been tabled for consideration 
by the Corporate Management Team at its meeting on 6'h February 2007. 

Quarterly Performance Review 2006107, Quarter 3 

The review is presented in two parts. The first part, contained within this report, 
highlights performance exceptions: that is, particularly good or poor performance, or 
any significant change in performance, especially if this change is a reversal of a 
previous trend or shows a deteriorating trend. It does not include indicators that are 
broadly on target or improving towards the target but may include any indicator that 
relates to services that have been the subject of a recent review. The list of 
performance exceptions is attached as the third page of this report. A brief reason is 
given for the inclusion of each indicator. 

The second part is the detailed performance trends report, which is attached for 
reference. It contains figures, graphs and explanatory notes (where appropriate) for 
all indicators suitable for quarterly reporting. 

It should be stressed that a single performance indicator cannot give the full picture 
on the performance of a service - instead a range of indicators should be examined 
over a reasonable period of time. The main strength of the performance review is in 
the trend information, the aim of which is to identify emerging performance issues 
quickly in order to arrest performance decline at an early stage. 



4 Presentation of performance information 

4.1 Over recent quarters several changes have been introduced to improve these 
reports. The main aim is to make it easier to interpret the graphs and tables while 
ensuring that they highlight the key aspect(s) of an indicator. The changes are also 
intended to add value in three other ways: . by a shift of emphasis from focussing on targets to examining whether an 

indicator is improving or not 

by showing projected performance based on past trends (where possible) 

performance is improving / worsening, or achieving / failing a target) 

4 

4 by giving a clearer representation of ‘which way is up’ (i.e. whether the 

In addition to the above, a number of other important changes have been introduced 
in recent quarters. These are described in more detail on the first page of the Trends 
report and attention is drawn to two elements in particular: 

(a) Wherever possible Scottish level figures will be provided to help compare the 
Council’s current performance relative to all 32 councils. 

(b) For most indicators, an indication is given of which ‘quartile’ the current 
performance would fall into. Across Scotland the 8 best performing councils will 
be in the top quartile, the next 8 in the second quartile and so on. The purpose of 
providing quartile information in this report is to identify where the Council’s 
performance is just below the top quartile and could perhaps move into the top 
quartile; and at the other end, to identify where performance is in the fourth 
quartile (i.e. the bottom quartile) and indicate the level of improvement required to 
bring it up to the next level. 

Note that these analyses are not exact but they give a good indication of the council’s 
position relative to other councils and the amount of improvement required to move 
up a level. 

4.2 

5 

5.1 

Recommend at i o ns 

The Scrutiny Panel is asked to note the content and key findings of the Quarterly 
Performance Review and consider what further information or action is required to 
pursue performance improvement. 

. .  

\b Chkf Executive 

Local Government Access to Information Act: for further information about this report, please contact Graham A Reid, 
Information and Research Manager, ext. 2266. 



ADULT SOCIAL WORK 

Criminal justice 
Indicator ASW7: Probation orders (p 6) 
Proportion of new probationers seen by supervising officer within one week 
1 Performance improving but still well below target. Continue to monitor. 

EDUCATION AND CHILDREN'S SERVICES 

Looked after children -supervision 
Indicator EC5: Supervision (p 12) 
Proportion of children seen by a supervising officer within 1 5 days . Improvement action ongoing but performance worsened in 3rd quarter. Continue to monitor. 

CORPORATE MANAGEMENT 

Sickness absence 
Indicator CMI: Sickness Absence (D 13, 14) 
Percentage of working days lost through sickness absence: 
chief officers and local government officers . 
craff employees . 
teachers . 

3" quarter figure shows slight deterioration compared to 1'' and 2"d quarter improvement. Performance 
still worse than target. 

Sickness absence worsened in 3rd quarter and projected trend suggests worsening performance. 

Performance in 3rd quarter worsened and is now worse than the target but seasonally adjusted may 
reach target in 2006/07 or 2007108. 

PROTECTIVE SERVICES 

Trading standards consumer complaints 
Indicator PS4: Consumer complaints p 39) 
Proportion of consumer complaints completed within 14 days 

Performance below target and projected trend does not show improvement. Improvement action 
ongoing and performance will continue to be monitored. 

WASTE MANAGEMENT 

Refuse disposal costs 
Indicator WMI: Refuse disposal cost (p 46) 
Net cost of refuse disposal per premise 
9 Disposal costs have increased for the fourth quarter in a row and performance is now worse than 

target. Explanatory information has been made available by the department and this is currently 
being examined. 



North Lanarkshire Council 

QUARTERLY PERFORMANCE REVIEW 

2006/2007 - Quarter 3 

PERFORMANCE TRENDS 

To allow greater focus on the current quarterly performance, a number of changes are 
proposed to the reporting framework that will result in the following: 

1. The Quarter 1, Quarter 2 and Quarter 3 Performance Trends reports will include only 
those indicators that are suitable for quarterly analysis. (Previously these reports have 
included annual indicators with the same figures repeated each quarter.) 

2. The Quarter 4 report will contain quarterly indicators plus some annual indicators, where 
the data are available at the time of the report. 

For completeness, a list of the indicators not included in this report is included in Appendix 1. 
These indicators are either not available on a quarterly basis or do not record significant 
fluctuations in performance on a quarterly basis. 

A list of the 2005106 indicators that Audit Scotland has deleted in 2006107 are included in 
Appendix 2. Where an indicator has been changed, simplified or is new in 2006107 this is 
noted in the text. 

New features in this report also include information under each indicator detailing published 
annual Statutory Performance Indicators for the last 2 / 3 years. This enables comparisons 
with the Scottish average (where available from Audit Scotland) as well as North Lanarkshire 
Council's past performance. Note some indicators are only comparable on an annual basis, 
therefore this information will only be included in the Quarter 4 and annual performance 
trends reports for these indicators. 

Also included is a system for recording North Lanarkshire Council's quartile position for each 
Statutory Performance Indicator. Audit Scotland uses quartiles as an analysis tool in ranking 
each council's performance. The following symbols are used in this report to show North 
Lanarkshire Council's placing out of the 32 local authorities relative to the 2005106 quartiles 
for each indicator which were published by Audit Scotland in January 2007. Note previous 
quarterly reports have used 2004105 quartiles. 

QCrAb fop quartile ranked between 1" and 8th out of all 32 councils 

QQ* ranked between gth and 16th 

Q* ranked between 17th and 24th 

Q boffom quartile ranked between 25th and 32nd 

A note on the performance projections included in this report 
The forward projections included in this report are based on past trends and therefore will 
only suggest what is likely to happen if past trends continue. They do not take account of 
policy or operational changes except where these are known in advance and can be 
incorporated into the projections. 
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ADULT SOCIAL WORK 

Indicators AS W l ,  AS W2 and AS W5 reported annually. 

Residential accommodation - privacy 

Q +council 
homes 

" 

+voluntary 
sector 

-e - - 
Y +private 

n sector 

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 ' 

Indicator ASW3: Privacy - the number of single rooms and the number of rooms with en-suite 
facilities, expressed as a percentage of registered care home places used by 
the council for each client group (older people aged 65+ and other adults). 

% Sinale rooms - older people (aaed 65+) 

The number of places occupied by older people (aged 65+) has remained relatively steady 
throughout 2006/07 in all three sectors (council homes, voluntary sector and private sector). This 
indicator measures the proportion of these rooms that are single rooms. In the 3'' quarter 
2006/07: 

. 

. 
out of 245 places occupied in council homes, 80.8% (198) are single rooms, an increase on 
the previous quarter (79.1 %) 
out of 8 places occupied in the voluntary sector, 87.5% (7) are single rooms, an increase 
on the previous quarter (85.7%) 
out of 1,273 places occupied in the private sector, 84.8% (1,079) are single rooms, an 
increase on the previous quarter (83.8%) 

% residential care home places occupied by older people (age 65+) that are single rooms 

I I I 2004105 2005106 2006107 

residential care homes places occupied bv older people 2003104 2004105 2005106 
age 65+) that are in sinale rooms 

Scottish annual average 
North Lanarkshire Council annual figure 

84.6% 84.1% 87.7% 
72.7% 75.5% 80.2% 

Q A A 
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% Sinale rooms - other adults 

*council 
homes 

+voluntary 
sector 

+private 
sector 

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 

2004105 2005106 2006107 

The number of places occupied by other adults has remained relatively steady throughout 
2006/07 in all three sectors (council homes, voluntary sector and private sector). This indicator 
measures the proportion of these rooms that are single rooms. In the 3'' quarter 2006107: 

. 

. 

. 
out of 7 places occupied in council homes, 100% are single rooms, an increase on the 
previous quarter (87.5%) 
out of 31 places occupied in the voluntary sector, 80.6% (25) are single rooms, an increase 
on the previous quarter (73.3%) 
out of 135 places occupied in the private sector, 82.2% (1 11) are single rooms, a decrease 
on the previous quarter (85.9%) 

% residential care home places occupied by other adults that are single rooms 

2005106 % of residential care homes Dlaces occuDied bv other adults 
that are in sinale rooms 

2003104 2004105 

Scottish annual average 86.2% 84.6% 88.2% 

North Lanarkshire Council annual figure 67.1% 76.9% 79.5% 

a a a 

Note that it is not desirable for the council to always achieve 100% places as single rooms due to 
the requirement to accommodate married couples. Also the number of places occupied is 
influenced by availability of specific room types matching individual requirements. 
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% En-suite facilities - older people (aaed 65+) 
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The number of places occupied has remained relatively steady throughout 2006107 in all three 
sectors (council homes, voluntary sector and private sector). This indicator measures the 
proportion of these rooms that have en-suite facilities. In the 3rd quarter 2006/07: 

*council homes 

*voluntary 
sector 

+private sector 

. 

. 

. 
out of 245 places occupied (by older people, aged 65+) in council homes, 42.9% (105) 
have rooms with en-suite facilities, a slight increase on the previous quarter (41.8%) 
out of 8 places occupied in the voluntary sector, 62.5% (5) have rooms with en-suite 
facilities, an increase on the previous quarter (57.1%) 
out of 1,273 places occupied in the private sector, 67.8% (863) have rooms with en-suite 
facilities, a slight increase on the previous quarter (66.7%) 

0% 
Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 

2004105 

% en-suite facilities - older people (age 65+) 

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 ~3 

2005106 2006107 

% En-suite facilities - other adults 

. 

. 

. 
out of 7 places occupied (by other adults) in council homes, 42.9% (3) have rooms with en- 
suite facilities, an increase on the previous quarter (37.5%) 
out of 31 places occupied in the voluntary sector, 9.7% (3) have rooms with en-suite 
facilities, a slight decrease on the previous quarter (10%) 
out of 135 places occupied in the private sector, 48.1% (65) have rooms with en-suite 
facilities, an increase on the previous quarter (46.1%) 

% en-suite facilities - other adults 

100% +council homes 

80% 

60% sector 

40% +private sector 

20% 

0% 

+voluntary 

2005106 2004105 2003104 % of residential care homes Dlaces that have en-suite facilities 

occupied by older people (age 65+) 

Scottish annual average 62.1% 66.1% 68.4% 
North Lanarkshire Council annual figure 46.7% 53.1% 59.7% 

occupied by other adults 

AA A A 

Scottish annual average 35.2% 42.2% 47.5% 

North Lanarkshire Council annual figure 22.8% 30.2% 33.5% 
AA AA AA 
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Indicator ASW4: The level and flexibility of service to home care clients 

40% - 
3 0 % - .  
20% 

Home care hours 

The number of home care hours per 1,000 population has decreased to 547 in the 3rd quarter 
2006/07. This is the lowest level in the last three years. 

A A A A ,  A A  1 A A A +a service 

evenings I 
overnight 

- - - - - - -  during 
' I  I ~ I '  

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 

2003104 2004105 2005106 2006107 

Number of home care hours per 1,000 population (age 65+) 

The number of home care hours per 1,000 population aae 65+ 2003104 2004105 2005106 

Scottish annual average 512.2 509.6 490.5 
North Lanarkshire Council annual figure 636.8 637.3 614.1 

AA** **AA **A* 

Flexibilitv of home care service 

Services provided to home care clients continue an upward trend in the 3rd quarter 2006107: . 
. 

73% of home care clients (age 65+) received personal care service, compared to 64% in 
the 2"d quarter 
32% received a service at weekends, compared to 28% in the 2"d quarter 
64% received a service during evenings / overnight, compared to 57% in the 2nd quarter 

%of home care clients (age 65+) receiving --e personal 
care 

80% 1 

-m- a service at 
weekends 

70% 
60% 
50% 

As a proportion of home care clients aqe 65+, the number receivina: 2003104 2004105 2005106 

personal care 
Scottish annual average 
North Lanarkshire Council annual figure 

a service during evenings I overnight 
Scottish annual average 
North Lanarkshire Council annual figure 

57.2% 63.0% 67.9% 
48.2% 55% 64.7% 

A AA *A 

24.3% 27.2% 29.5% 
26.5% 26.7% 28.5% 

AAA A** A** 
a service at weekends 
Scottish annual average 48.3% 53.9% 55.6% 
North Lanarkshire Council annual figure 53.6% 56% 58.5% 

AAA A** A** 
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a) The number of 
reportssubmitted to 
courts during the 
year 

Criminal iustice 

2003104 2004105 2005106 2006107 
Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 

643 715 825 843 909 926 997 970 959 849 991 810 868 839 927 

Indicator ASWG: Social enquiry reports 

% reports submit ted to  courts by the due date 

1 2002/03 1 2003/04 1 2004105 1 2005/06 1 2006107 

D better than 
target 

96% - RRRRRAR worse than 
94% - target - YO submitted 
90% - by due date 

- target (1 00%) 

*trend 

100% - 
98% - 

92% - 

The 3rd quarter 2006/07 figure for the proportion of social enquiry reports submitted to courts by 
the due date (98.6%) differs little from the previous quarter. While performance remains at a high 
level there is little improvement and the projected trend suggests the target may not be achieved 
in 2006/07. 

The proportion of reports submitted to courts by the due date 2002103 2003104 2004105 2005106 

Scottish annual average 95.4% 95.5% 96.5% 95.8% 
North Lanarkshire Council annual figure 98% 98.8% 98.5% 96.1% 

A** *** *** ** 
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indicator ASW7: Probation 

a) The number of 
new probation 
orders issued during 
the year 
b) The proportion of 
new probationers 
seen by a 
supervising officer 
within one week 

2003104 2004105 2005106 2006107 
Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q I  Q2 Q3 Q4 

145 162 195 168 172 164 182 184 186 141 170 173 126 162 165 

33% 38% 39% 32% 23% 31% 33% 32% 37% 40% 35% 41% 38% 44% 50% 

% of new probationers seen by a supervising officer wi th in one week 
I better than 

target 

RRRRRFR worse than 
target 

-% new 
probationers 
seen 
target (94%) 

.trend . . .-- 

1 2003/04 I 2004/05 I 2005/06 I 2006/07 I 2007108 1 

The proportion of new probationers seen by a supervising officer within one week has increased 
to 50% in the 3rd quarter 2006/07 but remains worse than the target of 94%. This is the highest 
level in the last three years. The projected trend shows a steady increase but suggests the target 
may not be attained in 2006107. 

This indicator was subject to internal scrutiny at the Service Delivery and Performance Scrutiny 
Panel meeting of 09/03/06 and a report was provided by the Director of Social Work. The report 
highlighted specific issues which impact upon performance and outlined a number of 
improvement actions which are being progressed by the Department. As a result another small 
improvement can be seen in recent performance but work is still ongoing within the Department 
to ensure this indicator achieves its optimal level. 

The proportion of new probationers seen bv a supervising 2003104 2004105 2005106 
officer within one week 
Scottish annual average 60% 63.5% 58.3% 
North Lanarkshire Council annual figure 37.6% 31.5% 37.1% 

A A A 
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Indicator ASW8: Community service 

2006/07 data is currently unavailable for this indicator due to a change in electronic recording 
methods. In the past justice data was only recorded up to the point of disposal (i.e. court 
outcome) however this is being expanded to encompass full outcome data. Work is currently 
underway to integrate this data into Social Works main database, SWlS (Social Work Information 
System), which currently records a large proportion of social work activity. It is hoped to be able 
to obtain backdated figures and report results in the near future. 

The averaae number of hours per week taken to complete 2002103 2003104 2004105 2005106 
community service orders 

Scottish annual average 3.4 3.6 3.6 3.4 
North Lanarkshire Council annual figure 4.1 3.8 3.9 3.7 *** **a* **a a** 
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BEN E F I TS AD M I N I ST RAT1 0 N 

Housing benefit and council tax 

Indicator BA1 : The gross administration cost per housing benefit / council tax benefit 
application. 

Gross administrat ion cost (f) per case 

FARRRRF worse than 
f 50 target 

f 4 0  better than 
target 

f 30 

f 20 case 

f 1 0  

f O  

-cost per 

target 
(f36.50) 

.trend 

The 3'' quarter 2006107 figure of f37.04 is better than the previous quarter but worse than the 
same quarter in previous years. Current performance is only just worse than the target of f 36.50, 
but the projected trend suggests performance should remain within target in 2006/07. 

Overall aross administration cost If) per council tax or 2002103 2003104 2004105 2005106 
housina benefit amlication 
Scottish annual average 
North Lanarkshire Council annual figure 

f47.27 f47.96 f48.22 f50.13 
f29.02 f32.07 f31.94 f32.32 
QAQA AQQCr QAQCr CrAAQ 
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Q1 ) Q 2 ) Q 3 ) Q 4  

2002103 

Processing time 

Q1 JQ21Q31Q4 Q1 / Q 2 l Q 3 ) Q 4  Q1 ) Q 2 ) Q 3 ) Q 4  Q1 ) Q 2 ) Q 3 ) Q 4  Q1 IQ21Q3 

2003104 2004105 2005106 2006107 I 2007108 1 

Indicator BA2: The time for processing applications from the date of receipt of the 
application to the day on which the claim is decided (new claims and 
notifications of changes of circumstances). 

New claims 

40 
35 
30 
25 
20 
15 
10 
5 
0 

Average time (days) taken to process new claims 
-worse than 

target 

better than 
target 

-time to 
process 
(days) 
target (20) 

.trend - . - . -  

The average time taken to process new claims in the 3rd quarter 2006/07 is 19.6 days, which is 
slightly worse than the previous quarter (17.9) but better than the target of 20 days. The 
projected trend suggests performance will continue to gradually improve in 2006/07. 

Average time (davs) taken to process new claims 2002103 2003104 2004105 2005106 

Scottish annual average 49 47 42 31.7 
North Lanarkshire Council annual figure 26 19 18 18 

A*** *A** **A* AA** 

Chanaes of circumstances 

t#?#wa worse than 
target 

better than 
target 

process 
(days) 
target (9) 

-time to 

trend - - - - -  

The average time taken to process changes of circumstances claims in the 3" quarter 2006107 is 
5 days, which is slightly worse than the previous quarter (4.2) but better than the target of 9 days. 
The projected trend suggests performance will continue to gradually improve in 2006/07. 

Averaqe time (davs) taken to Drocess chanqes of 2002103 2003104 2004105 2005106 
circumstances 
Scottish annual average 14.8 12.3 10.7 14.5 

North Lanarkshire Council annual figure 7.2 4.2 3.2 6.4 

*AA* *A** **A* *A** 
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2002/03 

Accuracv of processing 

2003/04 2004/05 

Indicator BA3: 

Calculation of the amount of benefit due was correct 

The percentage of cases for which the calculation of the amount of benefit due was correct on the 
basis of the information available at the determination, for a sample of cases checked post- 
determination remains at 100% in the 3rd quarter 2006/07. 

% of cases for which calculation of the amount of benefit due was correct 

100% 
99% 
98% 
97% 
96% 
95% 
94% 
93% 
92% 
91 % 

Q1 1Q21Q31Q4 Q1 lQ21Q31Q4 Q1 IQ21Q31Q4 Q1 1Q21Q31Q4 Q1 IQ21Q31Q4 Q1 lQ2lQ3 

~ 2002103 ~ 2003104 I 2004/05 ~ 2005/06 ~ 2006/07 1 2007108 1 

better than target 

t#tftttl worse than target 

-% calculation 
correct 

-target (99%) 

% of cases for which the calculation of benefit due was 2002103 2003104 2004105 2005106 
correct 
Scottish annual average 96.1 % 96.3% 96.6% 97.4% 
North Lanarkshire Council annual figure 99.0% 100% 99% 98.8% 

aaaa **a* aaaa **a 

Amount of housinq benefit overpavments recovered 

In 3rd quarter 2006107 61% of housing benefit overpayments were recovered. This is slightly 
better than the previous quarter (55%) and the same quarter in 2005/06, but worse than the 
target of 65%. 

% of recoverable overpayments (excl council tax benefit) recovered 

100% - 

80% - 
-worse than 

60% - 
-%of 

40% - overpayments 
recovered 

Q1 IQ21Q31Q4 Q1 IQ21Q31Q4 Q1 lQ21Q3 

2005/06 ~ 2006/07 ~ 2007/08 ~ 
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EDUCATION AND CHILDREN’S SERVICES 

ECI ,  EC2, EC3, EC6, EC7 and EC8 reported annually. 

Children’s reporter liaison 

Indicator EC4: Children’s hearing system reports 

2 0 0 6/07 I *005/06 I Q1 I Q2 I Q3 I Q4 
a) The number of reports 

This indicator was changed in 2005/06. A manual collection was undertaken to obtain the end of 
year data and therefore quarterly data is not available for 2005/06. Work is currently ongoing to 
improve data recording processes for this indicator. 

The Department is currently corresponding with Audit Scotland regarding concerns in respect of 
the information collation methodology and the proposed reporting of this indicator. Discrepancies 
have arisen in the indicator results when using Audit Scotland’s guidelines (which show the 
indicator to be 16.9% in 2005106) compared to actual council records (which show the indicator to 
be 34.2% in 2005/06). 

The proportion of reports reauested bv the Reporter which 
were submitted within taraet time 

2005106 

Scottish annual average 35.7% 

North Lanarkshire Council annual figure 16.9% 
A 
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a) The number of 
new supervision 
requirements made 
during the year 

children seen by a 
supervising officer 
within 15 days 

b) The proportion of 

Looked after children - supervision 

2003104 

139 
Q1 I Q2 I Q3 I Q4 

35% 

indicator EC5: Supervision 

100% 

80% 
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20% 

0% 

Proport ion of chi ldren seen by supervising officer wi th in  15 days 

better than 
target 

iwtt#t# worse than 
target 

-proportion 
children seen 

target (100%) 

.trend ....- 

I I 2004/05 2005/06 2006107 I 2007108 

After a period of incline, the proportion of children seen by a supervising officer within 15 days 
has decreased, with 55% being seen within the timescale in 3" quarter 2006/07. Performance is 
still below target and the projected trend suggests improvement will continue but this indicator 
may still remain below target. 

This indicator was subject to internal scrutiny at the Service Delivery and Performance Scrutiny 
Panel meeting of 09/03/06 and a report was provided by the Director of Social Work. The report 
identified inconsistencies in the business processes impacting upon performance and outlined a 
number of improvement actions that are being progressed by the Department. 

Members of the Scrutiny Panel requested that an update report be provided on the children's 
service indicators to a future meeting of the Panel. 

The proDortion of children seen bv a supervisina officer 2003104 2004105 2005106 
within 15 davs 
Scottish annual average 78.9% 78.7% 76.5% 
North Lanarkshire Council annual figure 43.2% 32.4% 46.2% 

h h B 
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CORPORATE MANAGEMENT 

Indicators CM3, CM4, CM5 and CM8 reported annually. 

Sickness absence 

Indicator CMI: The number of working days lost through sickness absence expressed as 
a percentage of the total working days available for the following groups of 
staff (chief officers and local government employees, craft employees and 
teachers). 

8% 

7% 

6% 

5% 

4% 

3% 

2% 

1% 

0% 

Sickness absence % days lost - chief officers and local government employee 

worse than 

- % days lost 

In the 3'' quarter 2006/07 sickness absence for chief officers and local government employees 
(6.7%) has worsened, after showing improvement in the previous quarters. Current performance 
is better than the same quarter in 2005/06 (7.1%) but worse than the target (5.9%). The 
projected trend suggests that this figure will remain steady but is unlikely to reach target in 
2006107 

% davs lost throuah sickness absence - chief officers and 
local aovernment emplovees 

North Lanarkshire Council annual figure 7.1 % 6.8% 

2004105 2005106 

Scottish annual average 5.5% 5.4% 

B * 

The issue of sickness absence is currently under considerable scrutiny. The impact of the 
introduction of the new absence management policy (in September 2005) will continue to be 
monitored closely. Sickness absence is also monitored through more detailed divisional non- 
statutory performance indicators being generated quarterly by each department. 
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Sickness absence % days lost - craft employees 

12% 

10% 

8% 

6% 

4% 

2% 

0% 

._ . ._ . ._____-_ . . . - - - -  

I Q1 I Q2 I Q3 I Q4 I Q1 I Q2 I Q3 I Q4 I Q1 I Q2 1 Q3 I Q4 ~ Q1 1 Q2 I Q3 1 

~ARRRRF worse than 
target 
better than 
target - % days lost 

target (6.7%) 

*trend -.... 

I 2004/05 I 2005106 I 2006/07 I 2007/08 1 

In the 3" quarter 2006/07 sickness absence for craft employees (7.4%) has increased. This is 
worse than the target (6.7%) and also the same quarter last year (5.5%). The projected trend 
suggests that this figure will continue to increase gradually and may exceed target. 

% davs lost throuah sickness absence - craft ernDlovees 2004105 2005106 

Scottish annual average 5.9% 5.9% 
North Lanarkshire Council annual figure 5.7% 8.4% 

AAA A 

8% 
7% 
6% 
5% 
4% 
3% 
2% 
1% 
0% 

Sickness absence % days lost - teachers 

nnnntm worse than 
target 

better than 
target 

-% days lost 

target 

. seasonal 
projection 

(4.4%) 

. . - - -  

1 2003/04 I 2004/05 1 2005/06 I 2006/07 1 2007108 1 

In the 3" quarter 2006/07 sickness absence for teachers (4.5%) has increased and is now slightly 
worse than the target (4.4%). This seasonal value is better than the same quarter in 2005106 
(4.7%) and equal to the same quarter in 2004/05. The projected seasonal trend suggests that 
this figure may attain target in 2006/07. 

% davs lost throuah sickness absence - teachers 2002103 2003104 2004105 2005106 

Scottish annual average 3.9% 3.8% 3.7% 3.8% 
North Lanarkshire Council annual figure 5.0% 5.0% 4.0% 4.3% 

A A AA A* 
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Q1 I Q2 I Q3 1 Q4 
2003104 

Litigation claims 

Q1 I Q2 1 Q3 1 Q4 Q1 I Q2 1 Q3 I Q4 Q1 I Q2 I Q3 I Q4 Q1 I Q2 1 Q3 
2004105 2005106 2006107 1 2007108 1 

Indicator CM2: The number and value of civil liability claims incurred by the council in the 
year. 

Number of civil liability claims per 10,000 population 

40 1 - ~m+nnm worse than Q3 
35 
30 
25 
20 
15 
10 
5 

- claims 

~ l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l  

Number of claims Der 10.000 DoDulation 

Scottish annual average 
North Lanarkshire Council annual figure 

2003104 2004105 2005106 

32.1 34 29.3 
36.1 34.7 28.4 ** *& ** 

The number of claims in the 3rd quarter 2006107 (18 claims per 10,000 population) show an 
improvement in the same quarter of the last two years (20 claims in 2005106 and 22 in 2004105). 
The seasonal projections suggest that the number of civil liability claims will continue to decrease 
and show gradual improvement in 2006107. 

Claims as a % of revenue budget 

0.20 
0.18 
0.16 
0.14 
0.12 
0.10 
0.08 
0.06 
0.04 
0.02 
0.00 

4 Q1 1 Q2 I Q3 I 2007108 I 

+~mmttc worse than Q3 
last year 

better than Q3 
last year 

-claims 

Q3 last year 
(0.065) 

_ _ _ _ _  * seasonal 
projection 

In the 3rd quarter 2006107 the number of claims as a percentage of revenue budget (0.065%) also 
show an improvement in the same quarter of the last two years (0.066% in 2005106 and 0.071% 
in 2004105). The seasonal projections suggest that the number of claims as a percentage of 
revenue budget will continue to decrease and show gradual improvement in 2006107. 
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Council tax collection 

Indicator CM6: Current year income: the percentage of income due from council tax, 
excluding reliefs and rebates, received during the year. 

% income from Council Tax received during the year 
better than 
Q3 last year 

80% Q3 last year 

60% 

40% 

20% (81.37%) 

. seasonal 
projection 

100% 

RARKRR~ worse than - % income 
received 

Q3 last year 

_ _ _ _ _  0% 

% council tax received durina the vear 2002103 2003104 2004105 2005106 

Scottish annual average 91.4% 91.7% 92.7% 93.3% 
Group annual average : 9 urban councils 89.2% 89.1% 90.4% 91.3% 
North Lanarkshire Council annual figure 92.2% 93.2% 93.6% 94.2% 

QQ QQ QQ QB 

The cumulative (year to date) figure for council tax collected as at end of 3rd quarter 2006107 is 
81.6% which is slightly better than the same quarter last year (81.4%). The seasonal projections 
suggest that the percentage of council tax collected will continue to increase and show gradual 
improvement in 2006107. 
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Payment of invoices 

Indicator CM7: The number of invoices paid within 30 calendar days of 
receipt as a percentage of all invoices paid. 

% invoices Daid within 30 days 

100% better than 
95% target 

-worse than 90% 
target 85% - % of invoices 

80% paid in time 

75% target (88%) 
70% 

65% 

60% 
.trend - - . . -  

2005106 % invoices paid within 30 davs 2003104 2004105 

Scottish annual average 82.9% 83.7% 85.1% 
North Lanarkshire Council annual figure 77.6% 78.1% 84.3% 

Q b bb 

The percentage of invoices paid within 30 calendar days in the 3'' quarter 2006/07 (87.4%) is 
slightly better than the previous quarter (87.2%) but worse than the same quarter in 2005106 
(89.4%). Performance to date in 2006/07 is only just worse than the target of 88%. The 
projected trend suggests that performance in 2006/07 will improve gradually but may not 
reach target. 
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CULTURAL AND COMMUNITY SERVICES 

Sport facilities management 

Indicator CC1 : The number of attendances per 1,000 population for pools 

Number of attendances per 1,000 population for pools 

1,400 
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target 
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quarterly 
target 

. _ _ _ _  . seasonal 
trend 

~CHFCHHH~ worse than 

-number of 

Note the target shown on the graph is a quarterly target, which is the annual target divided by 4, 
i.e. wet side attendances : annual target = 2,869, quarterly target = 717.25 

The 3rd quarter figure in 2006/07 (572 admissions per 1,000 population) is better than the same 
quarter last year (530) but worse than the quarterly target (717.25). However, the trend for 
admissions to pools is seasonal and the projected seasonal trend suggests performance should 
remain steady in 2006/07. 

This indicator was subject to internal scrutiny at the Service Delivery and Performance Scrutiny 
Panel meeting of 18/05/06 and a report was provided by the Director of Community Services. 
The report highlighted specific issues caused variances in pool admissions between 2004/05 and 
2005/06. 

Number of attendances per 1,000 population for pools 2002103 2003104 2004105 2005106 

Scottish annual average 4,046 3,588 3,684 3,463 
North Lanarkshire Council annual figure 3,483 3,254 3,251 2,975 

A* AA ** AA 
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Q1 IQ21Q31Q4 

2002103 

Indicator CC2: The number of attendances per 1,000 population for other indoor sports 
and leisure facilities, excluding pools in a combined complex. 

Ql lQ21Q3/Q4 Q1 IQ21Q31Q4 QllQ21Q31Q4 Q1 (Q21Q31Q4 Q1 IQ21Q3 

2003104 2004105 2005106 2006107 ~ 2007108 

Note the target shown on the graph is a quarterly target, which is the annual target divided by 4, 
i.e. dry side attendances : annual target = 5,150, quarterly target = 1,287.5 

The 3rd quarter figure in 2006/07 (995 admissions per 1,000 population) is worse than the same 
quarter last year (1,085) and also the quarterly target (1,287.5). 

Reduction in users is mainly due to the withdrawal of Airdrie Leisure Centre Astroturf changing to 
Sports Comprehensive and the main hall closure for new floor installation. 

Various promotion / inclusion activities have been planned for 2006/07 to bring this indicator back 
on target, including: 

. Saturday evening 'sportscene' activities were piloted at Airdrie Leisure and Tryst in October 
2006 with the Saturday evening 'Fame Academy'. This programme is aimed at children 
and the youth sector and is being rolled out further throughout the course of the year. 
Out of school coaching activities for S I  to S4 at Tryst, Wishaw and Airdrie Leisure 
commenced end January 2007. 
'Hungry for Success' coaching activities and access cards have been launched in most 
sites depending upon final external funding levels secured. 

. 

. 
In addition a publicity drive is currently underway (from end December 2006 through to February 
2007). These are aimed at all categories of customer and activities across all sites. A new 
agreement has been reached with NHS Lanarkshire employees for the abolition of the current 
generic access cards and replacement with the purchase of individual and couples cards which 
would result in additional uses. Similar card benefits and increased sales for couples 
memberships has been rolled out and made available to council employees from December 
2006. 

2002103 2003104 2004105 2005106 Number of attendances per 1,000 population for other indoor 
sports and leisure facilities 
Scottish annual average 3,664 3,758 3,889 4,156 
North Lanarkshire Council annual figure 4,246 4,074 4,708 4,788 *** A** *** *** 

- - -  
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Q1 
The number of visits to / usage of 
council funded or part funded museums 
per 1,000 population 

Annual taraet = 400 

171 

Museums 

Q2 Q3 Q4 

130 43 

Indicator CC3: Visits to and use of Museums 

The number of those visits that were in I 

Note this is a new indicator for 2006/07 and therefore no comparisons are available with previous 
years or Scotland. 

I I 

Increasing usage by both personal visitors and through other enquiries are important indicators of 
the value of museums services. The indicator reports the usage of museums whether managed 
or supported by councils - reflecting the different mechanisms by which the service is delivered 
and supported in each council's area. 

person per 1,000 population 
174 

Annual target = 350 
Quarterly target = 87.5 

120 37 

Although visits and usage of the museums has fallen in the 3rd quarter 2006/07, cumulative 
performance to date is still above target. However, visits to museums are restricted at present 
due to the closure of the main museum site (Summerlea) for redevelopment. Summerlea is 
expected to be reopened by summer 2008. 
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Library stock turnover 

Indicator CC4: Changes in library stock. 

Changes in library stock - adult lending stock - additions per 1,000 population 
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Note the target shown on the graph is a quarterly target, which is the annual target divided by 4, 
i.e. adult lending stock, additions per 1,000 population : annual target = 165, quarterly target = 41 

The library stock turnover of adult lending stock in the 3'' quarter 2006107 (30 additions per 1,000 
population) shows a decrease on the previous quarter (38) and is worse than the same quarter 
last year (37). Performance is below quarterly target of 41. 

2005106 2004105 2002103 2003104 

Adult lendina stock - additions per 1 .OOO DoDulation 
Scottish annual average 196 185 185 186 
North Lanarkshire Council annual figure 175 238 209 184 

a* A**€? *A* **A 
% of the national tarnet met for reDlenishina lendinn stock for - adults 
Scottish annual average 70.1 % 66.2% 65.9% 66.4% 
North Lanarkshire Council annual figure 62.7% 85.2% 74.5% 65.7% 

AA *a** aaa **a 
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Changes in library stock - children's lending stock - additions per 1000 population 
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.trend 
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Note the target shown on the graph is a quarterly target, which is the annual target divided by 4, 
i.e. children's lending stock, additions per 1,000 population : annual target = 57, quarterly target = 14 

The library stock turnover of children's and teenage lending stock in the 3rd quarter 2006/07 (8 
additions per 1,000 population) shows a decrease on the previous quarter (13) but equals the 
same quarter last year. Performance is below quarterly target of 14. 

2002103 2003104 2004105 2005106 

Children's lendina stock - additions per 1,000 population 

Scottish annual average 75 66 66 77 
North Lanarkshire Council annual figure 64 76 72 46 

QQ QQ* Q** A 

% of the national taraet met for replenishina lendincl stock for 

Scottish annual average 75.4% 65.5% 66.3% 77.0% 
children's 

North Lanarkshire Council annual figure 64.2% 76.4% 72.3% 45.9% 
QQ QQ* *QQ Q 

This indicator was subject to internal scrutiny at the Service Delivery and Performance Scrutiny 
Panel meeting of 18/05/06 and a report was provided by the Director of Community Services. 
The report provided background information and highlighted the key factors that affect the 
council's performance of this indicator. Mention was also made of the reduction in the stock book 
fund allocation for 2006107 compared to 2005/06. 

The Department advise that this indicator has fallen behind target in 2006107 due to funding 
issues. As a result older stock is being retained for longer. 
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Q1 I Q2 1 Q3 1 Q4 

2002103 

Use of libraries 

Q1 I Q2 I Q3 1 Q4 Q1 I Q2 1 Q3 I Q4 Q1 1 Q2 I Q3 I Q4 Q1 I Q2 I Q3 I Q4 Q1 1 Q2 I Q3 

2003104 2004105 2005106 2006107 1 2007108 ~ 

Indicator CC5: Library usage 

Number of visits per 1,000 population 

Note this part is a new indicator in 2006107. 

Annual target = 5,576 I 1,282 1 1,350 I 1,303 I I 
Number of visits to libraries per 1,000 population in the 3" quarter 2006107 have decreased 
slightly since the 2nd quarter and performance to date is now below target. 

The 2006/07 target for this new indicator was based on actual visits in 2005106 

Borrowers as a percentage of the resident population 

Borrowers as percentage of resident population 

The 3'd quarter 2006107 figure for borrowers as a percentage of the resident population has fallen 
to 18%. This is below the annual target of 21 and the projected trend suggests performance may 
not improve in 2006107. 

Borrowers as a Dercentaqe of the resident DoDulation 2002103 2003104 2004105 2005106 

Scottish annual average 24.3 24.3 23.7 23.1 

North Lanarkshire Council annual figure 20.1 20.3 20 19.1 
Q Q Q Q 

Individual targets were issued to managers in each library to allow ownership of this indicator to 
be more widespread. However, the Department advise that as both parts of this indicator are 
currently falling behind target in 2006107 action plans will be drawn up for those libraries that have 
not met their targets. The action plans have arisen from the public library quality improvement 
matrix exercise due to be conducted over the coming months in conjunction with the Scottish 
Library and Information Council. 

The Dialogue Youth initiative is now in place to encourage uptake of benefits. 
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Lifelong learning 

Indicator CC6: Learning centre and learning access point users 

Number of users as a percentage of population 

Learning centre and learning centre access point  users as % of populat ion 
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.trend ....- 

Note the target shown on the graph is a quarterly target, which is the annual target divided by 4, 
i.e. users as % of population : annual target = 5, quarterly target = 1.25 

The number of learning centre and learning centre access point users as a percentage of the 
resident population in the 3rd quarter 2006/07 (0.85%) shows a decrease on the previous quarter 
(1.24%) and is worse than the same quarter last year (1.23%). 
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Number of times terminals used 

The number of times the terminals are used per 1,000 populatic I) better than 
target 
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Note the target shown on the graph is a quarterly target, which is the annual target divided by 4, 
i.e. number of times terminals used : annual target = 415, quarterly target = 103.75 

The number of times terminals were used per 1,000 population in the 3'' quarter 2006107 (79) 
shows a decrease on the previous quarter and is worse than the same quarter last year (both 
112). Performance is currently better than target. The projected trend is heavily influenced by 
the significantly low 2002103 and 1"quarter 2003/04 figures and a trend calculated without these 
outliers suggests improving performance only just worse than target. 

The number of times the terminals are used per 1,000 population is falling slightly behind target. 
The department advise that a strategy has been in place to increase the use of computers within 
the 5 information / open learning centres since May 2006. 

2004105 2003104 

Number of users as Dercentaqe of resident population 
Scottish annual average 7.2% 9.2% 
North Lanarkshire Council annual figure 4.5% 5.1% 

B Q 
Number of times terminals used per 1,000 population 
Scottish annual average 593.0 813.1 
North Lanarkshire Council annual figure 363.7 378.1 

cr Q 

2005106 

10.1% 
5.4% 
B 

776.7 
407.6 
B 
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DEVELOPMENT S ERVlC ES 

Indicator DS3 reported annually. 

Planning applications processing time 

Indicator DSI : The percentage of applications dealt with within target time (Householder, 
non-householder and total). 

A total of 462 planning applications were made in the 3" quarter 2006/07; 262 were made by 
householders and 200 by non-householders. 76% (352) of all applications were dealt with within 
the target time of two months; this is better than the target of 71%. 

% of applications dealt with (up to 2 months) - householders 
-better than 

target 
100% 
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80% 
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target - % dealt with 
within 2 
months 
target (87%) 

In the 3" quarter 2006107 the percentage of planning applications processed within the target 
time for householders has remained steady at 89%. This performance is the same as the 
previous quarter and better than the same quarter last year (73%). Current performance is also 
better than the revised target (87%) which was reduced (from 90% to 87%) in 3" quarter 
2 005106. 

% of applications dealt with (up to 2 months) - non-householders 
-better than 
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.trend ...-- 

In the 3" quarter 2006107 the percentage of planning applications processed within the target 
time for non householders has fallen slightly to 59%. This performance is better than the same 
quarter last year (42%) and the revised target (55%), which was reduced (from 65% to 55%) in 
3" quarter 2005/06. 
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This indicator was subject to internal scrutiny at the Service Delivery and Performance Scrutiny 
Panel meeting of 18/05/06 and a report was provided by the Director of Planning and 
Environment. The report highlighted specific issues which impact upon performance and outlined 
a number of improvement actions being progressed by the Department. 

As a result continued improvement can be seen in performance in 2006107. This can be 
attributed to a number as factors, as follows: . A number of vacancies in 2005/06 were largely filled by inexperienced staff resulting in a 

decline in performance. However over time these staff have gained greater experience 
which has led to an improvement not only in their own performance but also their senior 
officer’s pe rfo r m a n ce ( pa rt i cu I a r I y evident from the n o n- h o use h o I d e r pe rfo r m a n ce fig u res) 
as less supervision is required. 
Performance monitoring has increased with the result that all staff are much more aware of 
targets. 
In one area office a dedicated team has been established to deal mostly with householder 
applications. The results of this arrangement are being monitored and if appropriate this 
may be rolled out to other offices. 

% of all applications dealt with within 2 months 

Scottish annual average 
North Lanarkshire Council annual figure 

% of householder applications dealt with within 2 months 
Scottish annual average 
North Lanarkshire Council annual figure 

% of non householder applications dealt with within 2 months 
Scottish annual average 
North Lanarkshire Council annual figure 

2002103 

66.9% 
58.8% 
* 

83.4% 
78.6% 

Q 

53.1% 
38.9% 

Q 

2003104 

64.2% 
67.9% 
**a 

80.6% 
83.1% 
A** 

49.2% 
48.5% 
QQ 

2004105 

62.2% 
72.1% 
**** 
78.3% 
87.3% 

*A** 

46.9% 
47.3% 
QQQ 

2005106 

60.9% 
61 .O% 
*a 

78.3% 
75.8% 
** 

44.6% 
39.6% 
QQ 
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Appeals 
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Indicator DS2: Planning determinations made by the council that went to appeal. 
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Q1 

The lower the percentage of determinations appealed, and the lower the percentage of these 
found in favour of the appellant, the better the quality of decisions taken by the council. 

Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 ~4 QI ~2 ~3 

The above graph shows the overall number of planning application decisions made by the council 
at the top - in the 3" quarter 2006107 this amounted to 462. The number of those decisions that 
were appealed is shown at the bottom of the graph - in the 3rd quarter 2006107 this amounted to 
0.9% (4) decisions being appealed. Of the 4 decisions appealed 25% (one appeal) was 
successful. 

2003104 2002103 

Successful appeals as a percentage of all decisions made by the Council is shown in the 
following graph. In the 3'd quarter 2006107 this equates to 0.2% which is one successful appeal 
out of 462 planning application decisions made. 

2006107 2004105 2005106 

successful appeals : as % of all planning determinations made by the council 

1 3.0% 

2.5% 
R -successful 

2.0% 

1.5% 

1 .O% 
0.5% 

0.0% 

appeals 

2002103 2003104 2004105 2005/06 

Number of Dlanninq determinations 1,579 1,794 2,028 1,883 
Number of Dlannina determinations that went to appeal 39 22 27 35 
Number of successful appeals 16 5 13 19 
Successful appeals as % of determinations 

Scottish annual average 0.5% 0.5% 0.5% 0.6% 

North Lanarkshire Council annual figure 1 .O% 0.3% 0.6% 1 .O% 

< 
Scottish annual average 30.8% 30.1% 34.0% 37.3% 
North Lanarkshire Council annual figure 41 .O% 22.7% 48.1% 54.3% 

A *a* Qh Q 

Q *A* Q Q 



HOUSING 

Response repairs 

Indicator HSI: Response repairs 

29 

There are four priority categories set by the council for housing response repairs (i.e. 3 
hours, 3 days, 7 days and 20 days). The percentage of repairs completed overall for all 
categories is shown in the following graph. 

% repairs completed overall (all categories) 
better than 
target 
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-overall (all 
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target (95%) 

For all repairs performance has remained steady in the 3rd quarter 2006/07 (96%) and is 
better than the target (95%). The projected trend suggests performance will continue to 
improve gradually in 2006107. 

As councils may have more than one repair category for which the target time is equal to or 
less than 24 hours this part of the indicator, i.e. "the percentage of repairs due to be 
completed within 24 hours that were completed within target", enables comparisons with 
other councils. For North Lanarkshire Council the 3 hours category is the same as the 24 
hours category. 

% of repairs due to be completed within 24 hours that were completed within 

target better than 

FRRAAA worse than 

target 100% 

target 95% 

90% -within 24 
85% hours 

80% target 

75% 
trend 

70% 

(95%) 
_ _ _ _ _  

The above graph shows that that the percentage of repairs due to be completed within 24 hours 
again remains steady in the 3" quarter 2006107 (to 99%) and is better than the target (95%). The 
projected trend suggests performance will continue to improve gradually in 2006107. 

2005106 2003104 2004105 % of repairs due to be comDleted within 24 hours that were 
comDleted within taraet 

2002103 

Scottish annual average 92.1 % 95.3% 93.5% 93.5% 

North Lanarkshire Council annual figure 97.5% 98.3% 97.5% 97.4% **** **** **** **A* 
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Mananing Tenancy Channes 

lndicator HS2: The total annual rent loss due to voids expressed as a percentage of the 
total amount of rent due in the year. (NB lndicator reports rent lost for the 
12 months to the end of each quarter). 

2.5% 

2.0% 

1.5% 

1 .O% 

% of rent due in the year to date lost due to voids 

0.5% 1 
0.0% " " " '  " " " '  " " " '  " ' I '  

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 

2002103 2003104 2004105 2005106 

w worse 
than target 

better than 
target 

-% lost 

target 
(1.7%) 

trend . . - - -  

2004105 2005106 % of rent loss due to voids 2002103 2003104 

Scottish annual average 2.81% 2.73% 2.52% 2.29% 
North Lanarkshire Council annual figure 1.77% 1.70% 1.6% 1.4% 

QQQ QQQ Q*Q Q** 

The percentage of rent lost due to voids has remained steady in the 3rd quarter 2006107 (1.2%). 
Performance has been consistently better than the target of 1.7% and the projected trend 
suggests further improvement in 2006/07. 
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Indicator HS3: Time taken to re-let houses. 

Stock which is not low demand 

Targets for this indicator are established on the percentage of dwellings that took less than 4 
weeks to re-let. 

In the 3rd quarter 2006/07 57% of stock which is not low demand took less than 4 weeks to re-let, 
this is just below the target of 58%. 

This is a changed indicator and further analysis will be carried out once sufficient data are 
available to establish an accurate trend. 

Stock which is not low demand - the  percentage of dwellinas 
that were re-let within 4 weeks 
Scottish annual average 44.2% 

2005106 

North Lanarkshire Council annual figure 57.9% 
CrQQ 

The average time (days) to re-let houses that are not low 

Scottish annual average 40 

64 

**** [mand North Lanarkshire Council annual figure 
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Stock which is low demand 

Targets for this indicator are established on the percentage of properties that took less than 4 
weeks to re-let. 

In the 3'' quarter 2006/07 48% of stock that is low demand properties took less than 4 weeks to 
re-let, this is just below the target of 52%. 

This is a changed indicator and further analysis will be carried out once sufficient data are 
available to establish an accurate trend. 

Stock which is low demand -the percentage of dwellinas that 
were re-let within 4 weeks 
Scottish annual average 31.5% 

North Lanarkshire Council annual figure 52.0% *** 
The averaae time (days) to re-let houses that are low demand 
Scottish annual average 129 

North Lanarkshire Council annual figure 45 

**** 

2005/06 
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Rent management 

Indicator HS4: Current tenant arrears as a percentage of the net amount of rent due in the year. 

Tenant arrears as %of rent due in the year 

mmmm worse than 

better than 

10% target 
9% 
8% 
7% target 

6% - % tenant 5% 
4% 
3% target 
2% 
1% 
0% _ _  - seasonal 

projection 

arrears 

Current tenant arrears as a % of net amount of rent due in the Year 2002103 2003104 2004105 2005106 

Scottish annual average 7.4% 7.9% 7.4% 7.0% 
Group annual average (15 councils) 8.7% 9.4% 8.6% 7.9% 
North Lanarkshire Council annual figure 5.2% 5.3% 4.9% 4.4% 

**A A** *A* **** 
Current tenant arrears as a percentage of the net amount of rent due in the year remains steady 
in the 3" quarter 2006/07 and is better than the same quarter of the previous two years. Current 
performance is better than target of 5% and the projected seasonal trend suggests that 
performance will remain stable and better than target in 2006107. 

%of current tenants owing > 13 weeks rent (excluding those Owing €250) cccHHHHc OrSe than 
target 

6% 

5% 

4% 

3% 13weeks 

2% 

1% 

0% 

- % owing > 

% of current tenants owina more than 13 weeks rent at Year end (excl 2002103 2003104 2004105 2005106 
those owina less than f250)  

Scottish annual average 
Group annual average (15 councils) 
North Lanarkshire Council annual figure 

4.8% 4.9% 4.5% 4.5% 
5.5% 5.6% 5.1% 5.0% 
3.5% 3.3% 3.0% 2.7% 
*a* *** **A ***A 

Performance remains steady in the 3'd quarter 2006/07 figure (2.4%) and shows an improvement 
on the same quarter in previous years. Current performance is better than the target of 3% and 
the projected trend suggests performance will remain stable and better than target in 2006/07. 
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Council house sales 

Indicator HS5: The percentage of house sales completed within 26 weeks. 

% council house sales completed within 26 weeks 

100% target 

target 

better than 

90% 
80% 
70% 
60% -% sales within 
50% 26 weeks 

40% 
30% 
20% 
10% 
0% 

HH+HI+cH worse than 

target (85%) 

trend . . --- 

In the 3rd quarter 2006/07 the percentage of council house sales completed within 26 weeks has 
decreased slightly to 87%. This is better than the same quarter last year and also better than the 
target of 85%. The projected trend remains steady and suggests that performance in 2006107 will 
reach target. 

2004105 2005106 % of council house sales comDleted within 26 weeks 
Scottish annual average 60.1% 56.6% 72.2% 74.6% 
North Lanarkshire Council annual figure 91 .O% 88.0% 84.3% 84% 

2002103 2003104 

**** **** **** **** 
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Homelessness 

Indicator HS6: 

1000 
900 
800 
700 
600 
500 
400 
300 
200 
100 

0 

number of householu assessed as homeless or potentially homeless 

better than 
target 

ttttttttl worse than 
target 

-number of 
households 
assessed 

-quarterly target 
(787.5) 

I 2004/05 I 2005/06 I 2006107 

Note the target shown on the graph is a quarterly target, which is the annual target divided by 4, 
i.e. number of households : annual target = 3,150, quarterly target = 787.5 

The number of households for which the council has to take responsibility as a result of 
homelessness or potential homelessness has fallen to 526 in the 3'' quarter 2006/07. This 
follows a period of little movement throughout 2005/06 (averaging 762 per quarter), as shown in 
the above graph. 

average time between presentation and completion of duty 

26 - 

16 :; 14 12 10 ! 
8 -  
6 -  
4 -  
2 -  
0 

w worse than 
target 

better than 
target 

-average time 
(weeks) 

- target (1 3 
weeks) 

The average time between presentation and completion of duty by the council for those cases 
assessed as homeless or potentially homeless has shown greater fluctuation. After a decline 
towards the end of 2005/06 the 3rd quarter 2006/07 figure (24 weeks) shows an increase for the 
third quarter in a row. 
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20% 
18% 
16% 
14% 
12% 
10% 
8% 

% of cases reassessed as homeless or potentially homeless as a proportion of all 
assessed 

6% 

0% 

2004105 2005106 2006107 2007108 

RFRW worse than 
target 

111 better than 
target 

- % of cases 
reassessed 
homeless 

-target (8%) 

The above graph shows the number of cases reassessed as homeless or potentially homeless 
within 12 months of the previous case being completed as a proportion of all cases reassessed 
as homeless or potentially homeless during the year. Performance remains steady in the 3rd 
quarter 2006/07 with 5.3% cases being reassessed, this amounts to 28 cases. 

This part of the indicator reflects the effectiveness of the Council's action in the discharge of 
its duty. Therefore as the percentage of cases being reassessed remains steady and below 
target this suggests the Council is becoming more effective. 

2003104 2004105 2005106 

Averaae time Iweeks) between presentation and completion of dutv by 
the council for cases assessed as homeless or potentiallv homeless 
Scottish annual average 10.1 14.6 16.5 
North Lanarkshire Council annual figure 12.3 16.6 19.8 

QQ a* ** 
% of cases reassessed as homeless or potentially homeless within 12 
months of previous case beinq completed 
Scottish annual average 16.3% 12.1% 7.9% 

AAA *Q **A 
North Lanarkshire Council annual figure 8.4% 12.9% 6.3% 

as 
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PROTECTIVE SERVICES 

Food Safetv: Hvaiene Inspections 

Indicator PSI: The number of establishments in each of the following categories 
requiring inspection during the year, and the percentage of inspections 
that were undertaken within the prescribed period (6 months, 12 months, 
more than 12 months) 

% of targeted food safety hygiene inspections completed within timescales 

100% 

90% 

80% 

70% 

60% 

50% 
I Q3 I 4 4  

2004105 

Q1 Q2 I Q3 

2005106 
I Q4 Q1 Q2 

2006107 

H 6  
months 

H 12 
months 

0 more 
than 12 
months 

Food safety hygiene inspections continue to perform well with 100% of all inspections in all 
categories being undertaken within time, exceeding the target of 94%. 

% of premises that were insDected on time: 
with a minimum inspection frequency every 6 months 

Scottish annual average 
North Lanarkshire Council annual figure 

with a minimum inspection frequency every 12 months 

Scottish annual average 
North Lanarkshire Council annual figure 

with a minimum inspection frequency 5 12 months 

Scottish annual average 
North Lanarkshire Council annual figure 

200U03 

94.0% 
98.9% 

*AA 

95.2% 
99.2% 

*a** 

70.6% 
98.5% 

***a 

2003104 

93.8% 
100% 

QQQQ 

94.4% 
99.8% 

QQQQ 

74.5% 
99.5% 

QQQQ 

2004105 

95.4% 
98.3% 

QQ 

95.6% 
97.3% 
A** 

75.8% 
98.4% 
***A 

2005106 

93.3% 
100% 

QQQQ 

95.7% 
100% 
QBQQ 

81 .e% 
100% 

QQQQ 
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Total number of complaints of domestic 
noise received durina the vear 

Noise Complaints 

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 
204 167 227 

Note this is a changed indicator for 2006/07 and therefore no comparisons are available with 
previous years or Scotland. The indicator now differentiates between domestic noise complaints 
and non-domestic noise complaints, recording the extent to which councils use formal action to 
resolve the complaint and the average time taken to institute any action. 

For those complaints in * above - the average 
time (hours) between the time of the complaint 
and attendance on site 

Annual target = 72 hours 

Indicator PS2: Domestic noise complaints 

1.5 0.73 0.74 
hours hours hours 

Domestic noise complaints I 2006107 I 

Non-domestic noise complaints 2006107 

Q1 I Q2 I Q3 I Q4 

I Settled without the need for attendance on site I 158 I 110 I 161 I I 

Total number of complaints of non-domestic 
noise received during the year 

Settled without the need for formal action 

I 46 I 57 I 66 I Requiring attendance on site * 

57 46 79 

53 45 77 

Dealt with under Part V of the antisocial 
Behaviour etc (Scotland) Act 2004 * 

I 130 I 101 I 170 I 1 

For those complaints in ** above - the  average 
time (calendar days) to institute formal action 

Annual target = 60 days 

6.8 30 1 day 
days days 

Indicator PS3: Non-domestic noise complaints 

Requiring formal action ** 



Tradinrr Standards complaints and advice 

Indicator PS4: The number of complaints and advice requests received, and the 
proportion completed within 14 days. 

% consumer complaint dealt with within 14 days 

100% - 
90% - 
80% - 
70% - 
60% - 
50% - 
40% - 
30% - 
20% - 
10% - 
0% " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " '  

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 

I 2002/03 I 2003/04 I 2004/05 I 2005106 
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better than 
target 

FRRARRF worse than 
target - % completed 

target (65%) 

The 3rd quarter 2006107 figure (41%) for consumer complaints processed within the timescale is 
worse than the previous quarter (46%) and the target of 65%. The projected trend suggests no 
improvement in 2006107 and performance below target. 

Before Consumer Direct was introduced (July 2004) the department dealt with a large amount of 
consumer complaints of which the majority were able to be fixed quickly. Since the introduction 
of Consumer Direct the department are only being passed more complex complaints as 
Consumer Direct are absorbing the quick fix complaints. The loss of the large volume of quick 
hits and the fact that the more complex complaints take longer to resolve is shown in the 
performance figures. 

200906 was the first full year of Consumer Directs' operation. North Lanarkshire Council have 
fully diverted all telephone calls from day one whilst other councils have gone down this route 
more gradually, and there are still a few councils who either partially divert or do not divert at all. 
We then get the more complex complaints that Consumer Direct are unable to resolve for the 
consumer by way of telephone advice. They usually require some form of mediation between the 
consumer and trader, and 14 days is not always a realistic timescale for a response from some 
businesses. 

Also in comparison to other councils North Lanarkshire Council provides a comprehensive 
service including assisting consumers with small claims actions where a matter cannot be 
resolved by negotiation. Other councils provide no service at all in some cases, but refer 
consumers to their local Citizens Advice Bureau or a solicitor, and some others provide a limited 
range of assistance. 

Measures the department has taken include a review of the consumer complaint handling 
process through a business re-engineering exercise, greater use of technology for recording and 
receiving complaints, and the introduction of a semi-automatic call diversion system to Consumer 
Direct to replace staff intervention. Performance so far in 2006107 show no significant 
improvement, as the number of complex complaints referred from Consumer Direct increases as 
previously unmet demand occupies resources that used to deal with the first line callers and 
enquiries that were the quick hits. However improvement action is still ongoing and performance 
will continue to be monitored. 

% of consumer complaints dealt with within 14 days of receiDt 2002/03 2003104 2004105 

Scottish annual average 79.9% 83.4% 77.4% 72.6% 
North Lanarkshire Council annual figure 55.0% 64.1% 70.1 % 45.7% 

Q Q Q Q 
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% business advice requests dealt with within 14 days 

100% 

80% 

60% 

40% 

20% 

0% 
Q1 1Q21Q3lQ4 Q1 IQ21Q31Q4 Q1 IQ21Q31Q4 Q 1  \Q2/Q3/Q4 Q1 1Q21Q31Q4 Q1 IQ2(Q3 I 2002103 1 2003104 1 2004/05 1 2005/06 1 2006107 1 2007108 1 

better than 
target 

mimm worse than 
target - % completed 

target (96%) 

.trend _ _ _ - -  

Business advice requests processed within the timescale continue to achieve 100% for the 
second quarter in a row. This is better than target of 96%. The projected trend suggests 
performance is unlikely to improve in 2006/07, however this trend is heavily influenced by the 
significantly low 2004/05 4th quarter figure and a trend calculated without this outlier suggests 
performance should meet the target in 2006/07. 

% of business advice reauests dealt with within 14 days of receipt 2002103 2003104 2004105 2005106 

Scottish annual average 95.4% 95.9% 94.4% 95.1% 
North Lanarkshire Council annual figure 89.4% 91 .%% 91.2% 97.5% 

A A Q AQQ 
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Minimum inspection 
freni 1enr.v 

Inspections of trading premises 

number of premises number to be inspected % of inspections target 
in risk category in the quarter undertaken within time 2006107 

Indicator PS5: The proportion of trading standards inspections done within target time 

Minimum inspection 

12year(medium risk) I 551 I 551 I 551 I I 200 I 171 I 91 I 1100%199% 1100%1 I 100% I 

% of trading standards inspections undertaken within target time 

100% 

90% 

80% 

70% 

60% 

50% 

W 12 months 
(high risk) 

W 2 years 
(medium risk) 

Q1 Q2 I Q3 

2006107 

This indicator has been simplified for 2006/07 with the category for 5 years (low risk) being 
removed. 

Trading standards inspections continue to perform well with 100% high risk and medium risk 
premises being inspected within the timescale. 

% of premises in inspection level that were inspected on time: 
inspection level of 12 months (high risk) 
Scottish annual average 77.9% 85.5% 

2004/05 2005106 

North Lanarkshire Council annual figure 86.8% 100% 
a* **** 

inspection level of 2 years (medium risk) 

North Lanarkshire Council annual figure 74.7% 99.6% 
Scottish annual average 78.1% 74.7% 

** e*** 
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Q1 IQ21Q31Q4 

2002103 

ROADS AND LIGHTING 

Q1 IQ21Q3lQ4 Q1 /Q2jQ3/Q4 Q1 IQ21Q31Q4 Q1 IQ21Q31Q4 Q1 IQ21Q3 

2003104 2004105 2005106 1 2006107 1 2007108 1 

Indicators RL? and RL4 reported annually. 

Traffic light failure 

Indicator RL2: 

The percentage of traffic light failure repairs completed within 48 hours has decreased to 89% in 
the 3rd quarter 2006107, this is worse than the previous quarter and also the revised target of 
94%. 

Traffic light failure: the percentage of repairs completed within 48 hours 

% of traffic light repairs completed within 48 hours 

better than 
target 

wtttk worse than 
target 

-% repairs 
completed 

-target (94%) 

This indicator was subject to internal scrutiny at the Service Delivery and Performance Scrutiny 
Panel meeting of 09/03/06 and a report was provided by the Director of Planning and 
Environment. The report identified specific problems that the Department is currently working to 
resolve. 

% of traffic liaht failure reDairs comDleted within 48 hours 2002103 2003104 2004105 2005106 

Scottish annual average 89% 93% 94.4% 94.0% 
North Lanarkshire Council annual figure 80.5% 96.2% 96.9% 94.2% 

Q QQQQ QQA QQ* 

It should be noted however that future performance on this indicator will be aggravated because 
new LED lights are being installed. This results in fewer faults occurring but those that do arise 
take longer to repair. 

By the end of 2005 there were 157 signal installations of which 58% (91) had been upgraded to 
LED heads. The current upgrading programme will see 73% (1 18 out of 161 signal installations) 
of the council's traffic light signals being upgraded to LED heads by the end of March 2007. 

As can be seen from the graph over the page the number of traffic lights which require to be 
repaired shows a marked downward trend. 
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Street lights failure 

Indicator RL3: Street lights failure: the percentage of repairs completed within 7 days. 

% of street light repairs completed within 7 days 

100% 

95% 

90% 

85% 

80% 

75% 

worse than 

- % repairs 

1 2002/03 1 2003/04 1 2004105 1 2005/06 I 2006107 1 2007108 I 

The percentage of street lights failure repairs completed within 7 days in the 3'' quarter 2006107 
(99%) is the same as the previous quarter and better than the target of 98%. The projected trend 
suggests performance in 2006/07 should remain steady and exceed target. 

2005/06 % of street liahts failure reDairs comDleted within 7 days 2002103 2003104 2004105 

Scottish annual average 90.9% 93.9% 94% 93.5% 
North Lanarkshire Council annual figure 93.1% 97.8% 98.6% 97.7% 

**A A*** **AA ***A 
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2004105 

Bridnes - road network restrictions 

Indicator RL5: 

Council bridaes 

2005106 2006107 2007108 

8% 

3% 

2% 

1% 

0% 

% of bridges failing to meet European standard of 40 tonnes - council 

I Q1 I 

% of bridges with a weight or width restriction - council 

In the 3'' quarter 2006107 285 council bridges were assessed. 

worse than 
target 

better than 
target - % bridges 
failing 

annual 
target (6%) 

.trend . _ _ _ _  

+ c ~ ~ m t f t .  worse than 
target 

better than 
target 

-%with 
restriction 

annual target 
(1.1%) 

atrend --... 

6 - 3 9 !  (18 bridges) failed to meet the European standard of 40 tonnes, which is worse than 
the target of 6%. 
1.05% (3 bridges) have a weight or width restriction placed on them, which is better than 
the target of 1 .I %. 

. 
Council bridaes 2004105 2005106 

% of bridaes assessed that failed to meet the European standard of 40 tonnes 
Scottish annual average 9.1% 8.1% 
North Lanarkshire Council annual figure 5.8% 5.7% 

a** *A* 
% of bridaes assessed that have a weiqht or width restriction Dlaced on them 
Scottish annual average 1.9% 1.8% 
North Lanarkshire Council annual figure 2.4% 1.1% 

QQ 88Q 
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Q1 

Private bridges 

Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q I  Q2 Q3 Q4 QI ~2 ~3 
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In the 3rd quarter 2006107 40 private bridges were assessed. 
47.5% (19 bridges) failed to meet the European standard of 40 tonnes, which is better than 
the target of 48.8%. 
7.5% (3 bridges) have a weight or width restriction placed on them, which is better than the 
target of 9.8%. 

Private bridnes 2004105 2005106 

% of bridnes assessed that failed to meet the European standard of 40 tonnes 
Scottish annual average 20.8% 19.7% 
North Lanarkshire Council annual figure 42.1 % 48.8% 

Q A 
% of bridaes assessed that have a weinht or width restriction Dlaced on them 
Scottish annual average 8.8% 7.8% 
North Lanarkshire Council annual figure 7.9% 9.8% 

QQ AQ 

This indicator was subject to internal scrutiny at the Service Delivery and Performance Scrutiny 
Panel meetings of 09/03/06 and 18/05/06 where reports were provided by the Director of 
Planning and Environment. These provided detailed information on the current position and 
made reference to specific issues with certain bridges. An assessment programme is ongoing 
and until such time as this is complete the performance of this indicator may vary considerably. 
Clarification of the information contained in the bridges assessment process is currently being 
sought from Network Rail. 
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WASTE MANAGEMENT 

Refuse collection and disposal costs 

Indicator WMI: 

f 65 

f 60 

f 55 

f 50 
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f 35 

Net cost of refuse collection per premise 

----.... 
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Note, before 2004105 this indicator recorded gross disposal costs; from 2004/05 net disposal 

AAFRRKR worse than 
target 

better than 
target 

-net cost 

target (f53) 

costs recorded. 

The 3rd quarter 2006107 figure of f44.35 for refuse collection per premise remains steady and is 
better than the target of f53. The projected trend suggests that continuous improvement will be 
maintained in 2006107. 

Net cost per proDertv of refuse collection 2004105 2005106 

Scottish annual average f50.25 f53.76 
Group average : urban councils f47.66 f50.66 
North Lanarkshire Council annual fiaure f45.23 f46.49 

f 60 
f 55 
f 50 
f45 
f40 
f 35 
f 30 
f 25 
f 20 

Net cost of refuse disposal per premise 
-worse than 

target 

better than 
target 

-net cost 

target (f47) 

.trend ...-- 

1 2002/03 I 2003/04 I 2004/05 I 2005/06 1 2006107 I 2007108 I 
Note, before 2004/05 this indicator recorded gross disposal costs; from 2004105 net disposal costs recorded. 

The 3" quarter figure of E56 for refuse disposal per premise has increased since the previous 
quarter and has reached its highest level. This is worse than the target of f47. 

The department advise that the "gate" fees for recycling are higher than for landfill. Further 
explanatory information has been made available by the department and this is currently being 
examined. 

Net cost per property of  refuse disposal 2004105 2005106 

Scottish annual average f55.42 f63.18 
Group average : urban councils f49.41 f54.25 
North Lanarkshire Council annual fiaure f32.94 f47.50 
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_ _ _ _ ~  

Number of complaints Der 1,000 households renarding 2003104 2004105 2005106 
household waste collection service 
Scottish annual average 31.7 35.9 38.6 
North Lanarkshire Council annual figure 43.5 30.8 34.6 

h h* A* 

Refuse collection complaints 

Indicator WM2: 

Number of complaints per 1,000 households re household waste collection servic 

- - - - - . - - _ _ _ _ . _ . .  

.CI+H+HHH worse than 
target 

better than 
target 

-number of 
complaints 

target (8) 

Note the target shown on the graph is a quarterly targets which is the annual target divided by 4, 
i.e. number of complaints per 1,000 households re household waste collection service, 

2006/07 annual target = 32, quarterly target = 8 

The number of complaints per 1,000 households regarding the household waste collection 
service in the 3rd quarter 2006/07 has increased to 9, which is slightly worse than previous 
quarters and the target. The projected trend suggests that performance in 2006107 will continue 
to remain steady and better than target. 
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Refuse recvcling 

Indicator WM3: The amount of municipal waste collected by the authority during the year 
that was recycled. 

Refuse recycling - % recycled I composted 
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% of municipal waste collected by the authoritv durina the 2004105 2005106 
year that was recycled 

Scottish annual average 17.6% 24.7% 
North Lanarkshire Council annual figure 17.8% 28.1 % 

QQ QQQ 

better than 
target 

tm+m+m- worse than 
target - % recycled I 
composted 

target (27%) 

.trend - - . - -  

The 3rd quarter 2006/07 figure (19%) has decreased since the previous quarter but is better than 
the same quarter in 2005/06. Performance is currently slightly worse than target and while the 
projected trend suggests improvement, performance may not reach the target in 2006107. 
However quarterly returns for the Is', 2nd and 3rd quarters are based on known returns and do not 
include all returns from recycling partners which are only submitted at the year end. 
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Cleanliness Index 
Score 

Street cleanliness 

2004105 2005106 2006107 

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 ~4 

75 67 82 72 84 72 77 75 78 66 

Indicator WM4: The cleanliness index achieved following inspection of a sample of streets 
and other relevant land. 

This indicator shows the cleanliness of the council's streets and other relevant land through a 
Cleanliness Index Score (CIS). The CIS is derived by surveys of relevant streets and land, 
annually four surveys are carried out bi-monthly within the council area and two surveys are 
carried out at a partner council. Keep Scotland Beautiful carries out an annual validation survey 
covering a random sample of 2% of the streets and other relevant sites. 

The maximum score possible is 100 (this would represent an area completely free of litter or 
refuse) and the council's own target is 70. 

The 3rd quarter 2006107 CIS of 78.5 is better than the previous quarter and the target. However 
this is based on one survey undertaken at a particular point in time and additional surveys have 
still to be undertaken throughout the year to reach the final CIS. 

Overall cleanliness index achieved 
Scottish annual average 
North Lanarkshire Council annual figure 

2004105 2005106 

70 70 
70 72 
*e* ***A 

Abandoned veh icles 

Indicator WM5: The number of abandoned vehicles that require to be removed by the 
council, and the percentage removed within 14 days. 

Note this is a new indicator for 2005/06 and therefore no comparisons are available with previous 
years or Scotland. 

The removal of abandoned vehicles is dependent on the council working with its partners. The 
police have an important role to play and all councils are required to put procedures in place to 
co-ordinate this activity to minimise delay in the removal of abandoned vehicles. 

2006107 

Q1 I Q2 I Q3 I Q4 

The number of abandoned vehicles that require to be I removed by the council. I 138 I 144 I 132 I I 
lThe percentage removed within 14 days. 199.3% I 98% I 99% I I 

Performance in the 3" quarter 2006/07 continues to remain above the target of 95%. 



Appendix 1 

The following indicators are not suitable for quarterly reporting and for 2006/07 will be 
included in the annual report. 

ADULT SOCIAL WORK 

Community care assessments 
Indicator ASWI : The average time taken to provide community care services from first 

identification of need to first service provision. 

Residential accommodation . Indicator ASW2: Staff qualifications - the percentage of care staff with appropriate 
qualifications for the level of post held, working in council care homes 
for older people (age 65+) and other adults. 

Respite Care . Indicator ASW5: Provision of respite services. 

EDUCATION AND CHILDREN’S SERVICES 

Primary and secondary schools . Indicators ECI and EC2: Primary and secondary school occupancy. 

Teaching staff - equal opportunities . Indicator EC3: The number and percentage of head and deputy head teachers who 
are women compared with the percentage of all teachers that are 
women, for primary schools, secondary schools and special schools. 

Looked after children - supervision . Indicator EC6: Academic achievement: the number and percentage of young people, 
ceasing to be looked after, who achieved SCQF level 3 in English and 
Maths or other subjects. 
Staff qualifications: the percentage of care staff with appropriate 
qualifications for the level of post held, working in council residential 
children’s homes. 

. Indicator EC7: 

Looked after children - respite care . Indicator EC8: Provision of respite services per 1,000 children (0 to 17 years). 

CORPORATE MANAGEMENT 

Equal opportunities . Indicator CM3: The number and percentage of the highest paid 2% and 5% of 
earners among council employees that are women. 

Public access . Indicator CM4: The number of council buildings from which the council delivers a 
service to the public and percentage of these in which all public areas 
are suitable for and accessible to disabled people. 

Council tax collection . Indicator CM5: The cost of collecting council tax per dwelling. 
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Asset Management . Indicator CM8: Condition and suitability. 

DEVELOPMENT SERVICES 

Development plans 
Indicator DS3: The percentage of the population covered by a Local Plan that has 

been adopted or finalised within the last five years. 

ROADS AND LIGHTING 

Carriageway condition . Indicator RLI :  The percentage of the road network that should be considered for 
maintenance treatment . 

Street lighting . Indicator RL4: The proportion of street lighting columns that are over 30 years old. 

WASTE MANAGEMENT 

Refuse recycling . Indicator 3: The amount of municipal waste collected by the authority during the 
year that was recycled or disposed of : for commercial and industrial 
premises. 



Appendix 2 

The following indicators have been deleted by Audit Scotland for 2006/07. 

CORPORATE MANAGEMENT 

Non-domestic rates . Indicator 7: Current year income: the percentage of income due from non- 
domestic rates, excluding reliefs, received during the year. 

EDUCATION AND CHILDREN’S SERVICES 

Looked after children -supervision . Indicator 8: Privacy: the number of single rooms and the number of rooms with 
en-suite facilities, expressed as a percentage of all registered care 
home places for children, used by the council. 

CULTURE AND COMMUNITY SERVICES 

Museum services . Indicator 3: The number of museums operated by or financially supported by the 
council and the percentage of these which are registered under the 
Museum and Galleries Commission registration scheme. 

Use of libraries . Indicator 5b: Average number of issues per borrower. 


